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Abst.ract. St,ein's model for a neuron is studied..This model is modified to take into account the effects

of afterhyperpolarizat,ion on the neuronal firing. The ·relative refractory phase, following the absolute

one, is modelled by a time-increasing amplitude of postsynaptic. potentials and it is also incorporated

int,o the model. Besides the simulation of the model, some theoretical results and approximation

met.hods are derived. Afterhyperpolarization tends to preserve the linearity of the frequency transfer

charaderistic and it has a limited effect on the moments of the interspike intervals in general. The

main effeds are seen at high firing rates and in the removal of short intervals in the interspike interval

hist,ogram.

1 Introduction

St,ochast,ic models of single neuron activity have recently been reviewed by Tuckwell (1988, 1989). In

most, of t.hese models Ule membrane depolarization from the resting potential is described by a one

dillwlIsional stod)astic process X = {X(t),t~O}. The process X is called the membrane potential. The

random synaptic inputs evoke changes in the trajectory of X,. The model neuron produces an action

potential whet) X exceeds a threshold level S for the first time. After each firing, X is reset to the initial

depolarization X(O) and subsequent inputs lead to another discharge. The resting potential is usually

t.ransformed to zero and the initial depolarization is also often assumed to be equal to the resting level,

i.e. X(O) = O. The neurona.l firing corresponds to the first passage time (FPT) for the associated

stochast.ic process X. The theoretical counterpart of the interspike interval (lSI) ill a random variable

T* giv('n by the relationship

T* = inf {t ~ OJ X(t) ~ S, X(O) = OJ, (1.1)

The neurophysiological basis of the model can be improved by incorporating an absolute

refract.ory phase following each firing, during which the cell is inexcitable for a period TR' Then the lSI

is the random variable T defined as

T = T* + Tn (1.2)
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Analytical solutions for the FPT problem are available only for the simplest neuronal models.

Therefore the description of the models is often restricted to the moments of the FPT. Primarily the

mean E(T), Ule variance V(T) and the coefficient of variation CV, defined as the ratio between the

st.andard deviation and the mean, are computed. It is usually assumed that coding of information in

the nervous system is by the firing frequency f of the neuron, which is usually defined as the reciprocal

value of T. The average firi~g frequency is. often computed as the reciprocal of the mean lSI, rather

then Ule mean of the reciprocal of the lSI, (Walloe, 1970; Tuckwell, 1978; Levine 1982; Wilbur and

Rinzel, 1983). To get a better insight into the time dynamics of the neuronal firing the higher

moment,s, skewness Pi and kurtosis P2, of the lSI are also sometimes computed from th~ experimental

recordings; Correia and Landolt (1977), LAnsky and Radii (1987). There have been attempts to use

them for approximation of the distribution of lSI's.

The models in which the activity is described only as the FPT, are usually of the renewal

character, Le. the lSI's are independent and identically distributed random variables. This fact has

been tested on experimental data from different types of neurons mainly by computing the serial

correlat.ion coefficients (e.g., Correia and Landolt, 1977; Floyd et al., 1982; Yamamoto and Nakahama,

1983; Lansky and Radii, 1987; Surmeier et al., 1989) and with different results. It means that for the

aetivit;y of a given type of neuron the serial correlations reveal that the previous lSI's may influence the

following lSI, however, this is not always a systematical phenomenon. The dependency in the lSI's can

be relat.ed in several ways to the state of the neuron after an action potential, also the synaptical input

may be correlated and thus to cause the neuron's output to be correlated as well.

Most papers on the modelling of single neuron activity have dealt with the relationship

between the random synaptic bombardment and the membrane potential behaviour. Relatively less

effort. has heen devot.ed t.o ot.her phenomena. which may also influence t,he st.ate of t.he cell and modify

the Ilenrollal discharge. Some examples are: refractory behavior (Clay and Goel, 1973), recurrent
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inhibit.ion (TnckweJl, 1978), net. oscillations (Wilbur and Rinzel, 1983), afterdepolarization (Tipans and

Lavende./s, 1983), spat,ial facilitation (Lansky and Musila, 1991).

The aim of this study is to examine the role of afterhyperpolarization (AUP) on neuronal

firing. An AHP has been incorporated in some models already. The model of Geisler and .Goldberg

(1966) had a t.ime-varying threshold and the initial depolarization depended on the length of the

previons lSI. Tuckwell (1978r used a decaying threshold for this purpose, Smith and Goldberg (1986)

appli(~cl a t.ime-varying potassium conductance in their type of neuronal model of cumulative AHP.

Randomly dist.rib.uted initial depolarizat.ion (LAnsky andSmit.h, 1989; Lansky and Musila, 1991) can

be also int,erpreted as due to an AHP. Here we attempt, on the basis of experimental data, to model

the traject.ory of the afterhyperpolarizing potential and to investigate how an AHP can affect some the

st.at,ist,kal properties of lSI's.

2 Quant.itative df~cription of AIIP

The t.ime course of an act.ion potential can be divided int.o three pha.c;es - overshoot, afterdepolarization

and art.erhyperpolarizat.ion (see e.g. Ganong, 1985). The duration of the action pot,ential wave from its

onset, t.o the first crossing of the resting level is called the absolute refractory period T R' Due to its

addit,ive role wit,h respect to lSI as it is defined by (1.2), we may assume for notational simplicity that

T R = 0 here. The duration and amplitude of these phases have been mea.c;ured many times in a

variet.y of neurons (see e.g. Grantyn and Grantyn, 1978 for references). The AHP is commonly

charaderized by: t.he time to maximum (1'H)' the maximum amplitude (H) and the total duration
\

rrE) (Fig. 1). The tot.al durat.ion is defined as the time after which the membrane potential returns

stlfficiently close t.o the resting level (Brock et al., 1952). l'E defined in this way is a vague term. A

more quantit.ative definition is given by Weems and Szsurszewski (1978). They measured T E as the

t.ime when t.he volt.age has returned to 10% of its maximum value, H. In some neurons t,he AHP is

part,kularly pronounced and the present. model is int.ended for such cells.
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On the basis of numerous observations on cat spinal motoneurons Eccles (1957) concluded

that t,he size, but, not the time course, of the AHP changed greatly when the cell was electrically

stimulat.ed. While Ute total duration T E and time to the maximum T H seem to be fixed for a

part,icular t.ype of neuron, the amplitude H varies for each action potential (see the comparison of

several experimental records presented in Fig. 28 of the cited monograph). For the determination of H

we buu to the experiment.al results of Coombs et al., (1955). These authors devised an ingenious

technique of adjusting Ute membrane potential to any desired level by introducing a double-barreled

microclect.rode into the cell. They were thus ablc to record the action potentials evoked by a brief

current, pulse when the membrane potential was at various levels prior to current injection. The results

. were obtained from ali extensive series of records and the authors stated: "The amplitude of the after

pot,ent,ial had an approximately linear relationship to the membrane pot,ential at which it occurred."

Their reslllt.s are shown in Fig. 11, 12 in the cited paper and also in several monographs (Eccles, 1957;

Rllch et. al., 1968).

From the shape of numerous experimental records of AHP (Brock et al., 1952; Coombs et al.,

1955) it. seems appropriate to model the trajectory of the AHP by the formula

x(t) = - Atbexp( -t/f}) (2.1)

where A,b and f} are constants. Note this is similar in form to a Gamma probability density. The

constant. (} is det.ermined by the total duration TE, which is known from experiments. The other two

paramct.ers have to be determined on the basis of two other experimentally available characteristics;

namely t.he t.ime to maximum T H and the maximum H. Using these values, we can establish that

(2.2)

and for /\ we can deri ve the expression
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{
TlI(1 - In(TH» }

A = - Hexp .. (J • (2.3)

However as noted above, II changes with each action potential. We define the final level,

dcnot,ed by XF, as the level of the membrane potential that preceded the brief current stimulus, which

produce t,he threshold crossing. Then the size of the AHP amplitude H is given by the linear

dependency

H = kXF + q (2.4)

Substituting (2.2), (2.3) and (2.4) into (2.1), the time course of the AHP in the following lSI is

given by the function

T /(J
x(t) = - (kXF + q)(l~ ) II exp((TH - t)/O)

II
(2.5)

The resting pot,ential of the observed cat spinal motoneurons (Coombs et aI., 1955) varied from

- 76 to -79 mV. If we take the mean, -77.5 mV, as the resting potential and reference XF to it, then

t.he values of parameters in (2.5) are approximately k = 0.375 and q = 4.6875 for the experimental
\

dat.a in question.

3 Stein's model involving AIIP

Stein (1965) introduced a stochastic model of single neuron activity which incorporates several

physiological features of real neurons. The model and its modifications have been used as a basis for

many studies devoted to the theoretical description of.neuronal activity (e.g., Tuckwell, 1979; Wilbur

and Rim:el, 1983; Smith and Smith, 1984; Musila and Lansky, 1991). For simplicity we will use Stein's

model wit.h excitation only, as is commonly done for neurons with negligible inhibition (Tsurui and

Osaki, 1!)76; Vasudeva.n and Vittal, 1982; Wilbur and Rinzel, 1982). The concept of the model is as
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follows: synaptic activation of a neuron leads to an excitatory postsynaptic potential (EPSP), which is

charact.erized by a short. rise t.ime. The corresponding change in. the membrane potential is modelled by

a step discontinuity. The stream of EPSP's is assumed to be Poisson. In the absence of excitation the

membrane J>ot.ential decays exponentially towards its resting value. As a result, the behaviour of the

membrane potential X can be described by the stochastic differential equation

dX = - ~Xdt + adP(t), X(O) = 0, (3.1)

where T > 0, a > 0 are constants, P(tr) is a homogeneous Poisson process with P(O) = 0 and intensity

A. The valne a represents the EPSPariipJitude and T is the membrane time constant. For a

neurol>llysiological just.ification of this model see Tuckwell (1976a, 1978).

The st,arting point of X is taken to be I. = 0 and the absolute refractory period T R is in

accordance with (1.2) simply added to FPT of the above model. The relative refractory phase,

following t,he absolute one, has often been modelled by a time~decaying threshold (e.g., Vasudevan and

Vit.t.~.l, 1982; Tuckwell and Wan, 1984). There the value of the threshold is high following the spike

and it decays in time to some asymptotic level. We propose another method to describe the reduced

excitabilit,y of the cell immediately following the spike. For example, Katayama (1971) found that the

strf'n~t.h of st.imulus required to evoke a second impulse decreased exponentially with increase of the

interval between t.he first and the second spike. We t,ake the time course of the EPSP's to be

aCt) = a(1 - exp( -t/K.»

where K. > 0 is a constant. Substituting (3.2) into (3.1) the model takes the form

dX = - ~Xdt + a(1 - exp( -t/K.»dP(t), X(O) = 0,

(3.2)

(3.3)

This Illf'thod tries 1.0 model the illitial decrease ill I~PSP amplif,ude due to the increased c:onductance of
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the nenron following the spike. This process usually takes only a few milliseconds (Schmidt, 1984).

From I.he equatiOli (3.3) it follows that each membrane potential trajectory starts from the

rest.ing value and remains there until the first EPSP. We need to incorporate the AHP into this model.

As t.he experimental technique of Coombs et aI., (1955) did not significantly alter the ion conductances

(Ruch et aI., 1968), then we can assume that the dependency (2.4) also holds between the amplitude H

of AIIP and the membrane potential level at the time of the final EPSP, which caused the previous

nenrOlulI firing. In this way we are able to determine the value of II. The parameters of the AIIP

fundion (2.1) are now determined, i.e. the initial trajectory of the membrane potential can be

calclllat.ed..Not,e that since XF is a randonl variable, then II is also. This is supported by several

experiment.al findings where the mean and standard' deviation of H are presented (Grantyn and

Grant.yn, 1978; O'Neill et aI., 1986). As follows from (2.4), for the model (3.1), the values of II fall

wit,hin t.he inl.erval (Jlmin ,I1max ), where

IImin = k(S - a) + q

(304)

IImax = kS + q

The I,otal duration of the AIIP may often be longer than 100 ms (Eccles et aI., 1958, Weems

and Szsnrszewski, 1978). During this time the cell is likely to be synaptically activated. We assume the

following rules of the membrane potential trajectory:

1. At, t.ime t, = 0 the AIIP given by the equation (2.5) starts. The parameters TIl' () (corresponds T E)

are const,ants and H is computed from XF which is known from the previous lSI. The absolute

refradory period T R can simply be added to the FPT.

2. Synaptic a.et.ivation (EPSP) at time t1 > 0 (generated in accordance with the homogeneous Poisson

process appearing in (3.3)) causes the membrane potential to increase inst.antaneously by t.he amount

a(I.,) given by (:3.2). Provided the membrane potential is still below the resting level, the trajectory
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cont.innes for t. > t.t in accordance wit.h (2.5) with parameters T H' (). However, the value of A is reset

at t,ime t'1' The new value, All of A is determined from (2.1) in such a way that

(3.5)

This nlgorit,hm for the evaluation of the membrane potential continues until the membrane potential

crosses the [('sting level.

3. As soon as the membrane potential exceeds the resting level for the first time, the trajectory is

determined solely by equation (3.3), that is, the behaviour of X starts at a random initial value from

the int,erval (O,S) at a random time determined by the rule 2. above.

The biological basis for the rule 2. is that the neural recovery processes, which are responsible

for AHP, may continue eyen if EPSP's are present (Ganong, 1985). Also Weems and Szurszewski

(1978) found t.Imt subthreshold synaptic inputs to a neuron shortly after a spike did not appea~ to alter

t,he basic propert,ies of the AHP process.

The t,rajectory of the membrane potential described by· these rules is illustrated in Fig. 2. We

can see thnt. an EPSP arrives before the time T H' then the actual minimal value of the AHP wave,.

denoted by XM, is smaller than the preasigned value II computed from (2.4). The definition of Hand

Xl"I is iIIust.rated in Fig. 2.

-1 Comput.er simulations and results

Tuckwell (1976b) derived a system of differential-difference equations for determining the FPT

mOn1l'nt8 in Stein's model (3.1). However, by incorporating the relative refractory phase and AIIP into

t.he model an analytical solution becomes difficult to obtain. Therefore we performed computer

8imulat,ions of thc I FPT's of the model neuron charactcrized in the prcvious section. The program

lan~na~(' TURBO PASCAL 5.5 and an 113M compat,ihlc PC werc IIsed.
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The parameters of the function (2.1) describing the AIIP trajectory were chosen according to

Ute average values of TIl and 'I'E found experimentally by Brock et ai., (1952) for cat spinal

motoneurons, i.e., Tn = 14 ms and () = 20 nis (which corresponds to T E I=::'l 100 ms). The parameters

of t,he linear function (2.4) were taken to be k = 0.375 and q = 4.6875 as suggested by the

experimental resnlts of Coombs et ai., (1955) on cat spinal motoneurons. Since the value of II depends

via (2.4) on Ute preceding final level XF, the initial value of II at the beginning of each simulation was

chosen as t.hat corresponding to the mean of the range of XF, that is, S - a/2. This choice could not

have any effect on the results obtained because each simulation contains 5000 lSI's. The absolute

refract.ory period, T R, was always set to 1.5 ms. The parameter, K" of the relative refractory phase

modelled by (3.2) has a value of 1 ms in accordance with the characterization of this phenomena in

Schmidt (1984). Note that the time course of the relative refractory phase is much faster than that of

the AlIP.

For the first, set of simulations, the -neurophysiological parameters obtained from cat spinal

motoneurons and ~mployed in Tuckwell (1978) were used: S = 12 mY, T = 5.8 ms and a = 3.2 mY.

There were three aims in this first set of simulations. The first was to show the difference between the

original St,ein's model (3.1) and its modification with the relative refractory phase given by (3.3). The

dependence of t.he mean out,put frequency f on the frequency of cell excitation ,.\ is plotted in Fig. '3a.

The curve (a) and ({3) corresponds to the model (3.1) and (3.3), respectively. As expected, with an

increa~ing frequency of excitation the values of f begin to differ due to the time-dependency of EPSP

sizes in the model (3.3). This is not a large effect, as can be documented by the following results: for a

high <lct.ivat.ion level, ,.\ = 1000 s-t, the statistical characteristics of the lSI's were E(T) = 7.25 ms, CV

= 0.'16 for the model (3.1) and E(T) = 8.32 ms, CV = 0.40 in the other case.

The second aim was to investigate the influence of the AHP on neuronal firing in the model

(:l.:n· From thl' comparison of the curves ({3) and (-y) in Fig. :la., wit.h t.he laUcr obtained from the

mOlh,1 (:l.:n indllding an AIIP, it, follows t,hat the AIIP did not have a substant.ial effect 011 the shape
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of t.IlC frequency transfer characteristic. The corresponding values of f did not differ by more than 12%

(compared with model (3.3». Also the variability of the lSI's was not greatly changed by the

introdliction of an AHP. For example with A = 800 s-l, the moments of the lSI's equaled E(T) =

10.50 illS, CV = 0.47 in the model (3.3) and E(T) = 11.92 ms, CV = 0.44 for its modification

involving an AHP.

We were interested not only in the changes of the frequency transfer characteristics but also

how t.he inl.roduced modifications of the model (3.1) changed the variability of the firing patterns. The

changes of the coefficient of variation are illustrated in Fig. 3b. It can be seen that the model (3.3) is

charact.erized by a lower variability with respect to (3.1) and the effect of the AHP suppressed the

variahilit.y even more. The differences remained almost constant over the range of studied output

frcqllt'ncies A. The changes of Ute higher moments (skewness (31 and kurtosis (32) are documented in

Fig. :le. There is an apparent decrease of {32 with increasing input excitation rat.e A while t.he decrease

of /3 1 is I11l\ch smaller. Generally, these coefficients took the values in rather narrow range ({31 E

(1.39,U)0), /32 E (3.37,5.12» when compared with those obtained experimentally (Correia and

Landolt, 1977; Lanskf and ROOil, 1987).

The third objective of the first set of simulations was to characterize the amplitude of the AHP

as a random variable. The distribution of the maximum amplitude H of the AHP, as computed from

t.he previous t.rajectory's XF, in the simulation for A = 200 s-1 is shown in Fig. 4a. Here the moments

of II were as follows: a mean of 8.31 mY, a standard deviation of 0.255 mV and their range was Hmin

= 7.9!) mY, Hmax = 9.19 mY. The histograms of minimal level of the membrane potential trajectory

XM during t.he AHP are shown in Fig. 4b and of course they are smaller and with a tendency to

decrease wit.h increasing A. One may expect that for low values of A the distributions of Hand XM are

similar. This is illustrated in Fig. 4c., where two first moments of XM are plotted against A. The

average of XM cxponent,ially increases wit,h decreasing input frequency suggest.ing a t.endency to att.ain

a val lit' in t.he range of H. The standard deviation of XM has a linear trend but not to a value
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corresponding t.o t.he range of H. It means that for the very low input frequencies ,,\ there must appear

a new (lUalita~ive development of the standard deviation of XM.

, The output characteristics of the model in this first set of simulations were compared in the

case of the variable amplitude of the AHP and the constant amplitude fixed at its minimal value, Hmin

= 7.99 mY. The variability of the amplitude of AHP has no effect on the firing patterns for the

considered parameters. This result would permit to assign the same AHP form to the diffusion type

models derived fro111 Stein's model, Lansky (1984)

There exist.s a great variability in the EPSP sizes (Lev-Tov et al., 1983; MacDonald et al.,

1983; Neale et al., 1983; Nelson et al., 1983). In some neurons the EPSP amplitudes may be even

great,er t.han the distance between the resting potential and the threshold. Such neurons have been

usually 111m\elled by the gating or t.he selective interaction models (e.g., Smith and Smith, 1965;

Colem~,n aud Gastwirth, 1970; Lansky et al., 1981). If we model such a neuron by equation (3.3), after

Ute t.ime

'I'D = - Kln(1 - ~) (4.1)

each EPSP leads to a t,hreshold crossing. However, if we augment this model by incorporating an AHP,

t,hen t,he ad,ion pot,ential production can be rather different. This situation was studied using the

parameters: S = 5 mY (Coombs et al., 1959), a = 6 mY, T = 50 ms (Eccles, 1957). Let us realize

't.hat. for t.his choice of S and a the value of T does not play any role. The refractoriness and AHP

parameters remained unchanged from that used in the first set of simulations. For comparison we

compnted the mean output frequency f as a function of input frequency ,,\ for the model (3.3) and its

modificat,ion involving an AHP. The percentage difference between corresponding values of the

frequency t.ransfer characteristics is plotted in Fig. 5. From the figure it clearly follows that the

innUI'Ul'l' of I,he AnI' on neuronal firing is considerable for the input. frequency range 30 - 80 s-l where
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t,he differcnces exceed 40%. For lower or higher frequencies of cell excitation the differences become

smaJlt'r. The effed of an AUP on Ule shape of lSI distribution is shown in the case of A = 50 s-1. Here

Ule mean output frequencies differ by approximat,ely 43%. The lSI histograms for both models are

illust,rat,ed in Fig. 6. As expected, the AUP causes a more gradual initial slope, a broader peak and in

general longer lSI's. The statistical characteristics are E(T) = 23.53 ms, CV = 0.88 and the maximum

lSI is 188,58 ms for the model (3.3), while E(T) = ~O.82 ms, CV = 0.65 and the maximum lSI is

204.03 ms for it.s modification involving an AIIP. If K: - 00 in the model (3.3), i.e., no relative

refraet.orincss, and t,here is no AUP, the lSI distribution will be an exponential probability density

funet.ion with E(T) = 20 ms and CV = 1.00.

The first five serial correlation coefficients were estimated in a standard way (e.g. Tuckwell,

1988). The ohtained serial correlograms were tested at 5% significance level with only occasional serial

("orrclflt.ion olltsi.cle t.he f1cceptahle limit. for independence. The serial correlation at, lag 1 in no case

permitted to rejt~ct the null hypothesis of independence of neighboring lSI's.

5 Theoretical results

For model (3.3) without an AUP, the mean voltage t,rajectory, E[X], for T i= ~, is given by

E[X(t)] = AaT + (- AaT + ~~TT~ ) e-tiT _ ~~TT~ e-t/~

and for T = ~,

E[X(t)]= ART + (- AaT - Aat) e-tiT

(5.1)

(5.2)

where AaT is the mean asympt,otic level for the trajectory and is the same level as that for the model

wit,llOnl: any relat.ive refractoriness. For the paramet,ers used for the first set, of simulations, T = 5.8

ms, T R = 1.5 ms and ~ = I illS, the terms in (5.1) are arranged in decreasing order of their rate of

<!('cay. The 1<lSt. t.erm pl'evcnl.s an analyt.ic solution for t.he time t* at which the mean trajectory crosses
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t.he t.hreshold, S = 12 mV. If we neglect thi~ ten~l aud approximat,e 1.*, we ca.n substitute the value of

t,* into the last term to see if neglecting it was justified. Following this procedure we can approximate

tltl' mNlIl iul,erval as 1.* (see Smit.h and Smith, 1984, for conditions of validity).

1.* ~ T R - r {In(1 - A~r) + In(1 - ~)} (5.3)

Not.!' that the last t.erm does not depend on A, and corresponds to the effect. of adding a relative

refract.oriness in t.he model. Hence this contribut.ion should be of the same value for all conditions where

t.he approximat.ion applies.

Lei, ns return to the example above with A = 1000 s-t, t.he asympt.otic level AaT is 18.56 mV

> S = 12mV and termwise eqn (5.3) becomes t* = 1.5 + 6.03 "+ 1.10 = 7.53 + 1.10 = 8.63 ms.

The predict.ions for curves 0- and j3 at A = 1000 s-1 are 7.53 ms, 8.63 ms resp., compared with the

silllulat.t·d values of 7.25, 8.32 resp. So t.he method prodl!ces a slight overest.imat.e. The approximation

docs not. work as well for ..\ = 800 S-I. Here, 1.* = 12.1 compared wit.h the simulated value of 10.5 for

curve 13. The reason is that the asymptotic level is 14.8 mV and is not suffidently above the threshold

S = 12 mY.

TIl(' lengthening of t.he mean interval from curve j3 to curve 'Y can be approximated in a simple

way under ct'rt,aiu conditions. In the simulations with A = 800 s-l, for curve j3 the mean interval

(st.andard deviat.ion) were 10.50 (4.94) ms, while for curve 'Y they were 11.92 (5.24) ms. Due to rule 3.

of t.he model, the AHP is shut off once the trajectory crosses the resting level. When the AHP is

t.erlllinat.ed by t.he FIRST arriving EPSP, the first occurrence t.ime of the EPSP's approximates the

dft'd of an AHP on Ule lSI's. Adding this exponential random variable t.o the lSI's for curve j3 gives

for curve 'Y an approximated mean (standard deviation) of 11.75 (5.10), a slight underestimate.

As ii, was point,ed above, it is a difficult ta.sk to find an analytical solution for the FPT

prohlt'1I1 ill I,his lIIodt'\' However, the solution is availahle for sOllie choice of parameters. l~o example, in
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he caRe considered in t.he second set of simulations, when the size of the EPSP was bigger than the

dist.ance bet,ween t,he resting pot,en.t.ial and the threshold. Two jumps are needed to cross the threshold

in t.he first. phase after the previous action potential. This phase, T B' last till the trajectory of the AHP

becomes close to the resting level, S - x(t) < a(t.) = a(1 - exp( -1./1(,». Under this condition the

proba.bilit,y density function of lSI's takes the form .

for tE[O,Tn ]

£(1.) = Ae- At for I. > T B

(5.4)

For A = 50 S-1 and T B = T E = 100 the distribution (5.4) practically coincides with an Erlang

densit,y (k = 2) as is illustrated on Fig. 6. The difference between the simulated and the approximated

hisl,ograms is so small that cannot be documented in this figure. This also testifies the correctness of

the simulation procedure. Using (5.4) the moments of T* can be computed,

* 2-exp(-ATB)
E(T ) = A

,* 2 + Aexp(-ATB)[Thp2 - 1) - 2TB1- exp(-2ATB)
Var(1 ) = 2

A

CV(T*) = 2 - exp( -2ATn) + Aexp( -ATn )[TMA
2

- 1) - 2Tnl
. 4 - 4exp(-ATn ) + exp(-2ATB)

(5.5)

(5.6)

(5.7)

The generalization on the case in which k1 EPSP's is needed for the crossing of the threshold during

'I'n ppriod and after its end only k2 EPSP's is the minimal number (k2 < k1) would be

straight.forward.

Thl' output freqnencies cornput,ed hy nsing t,he approximation (5.5) were compared with those

whirh WNI' oht,ailwd in the second set, of siiJlulal.ions. The differences were negligible, wit.h a tendency
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to unclcrest.imat,e hy the approximation (5.5) for lower input frequencies (A = 2.5 .'1-
1
; the simulated

frequency and approximated frequency were 2.139 .'1-
1 and 2.041 .'I-I, respectively) and to overestimate

for higher input frequencies (A = 500 .'1-
1; 174.0 .'1-

1 and 181.8

approximat.ed frequency, respectively).

6 Discussion

-1.'I , simulated frequency and

The parameters of the AliI' show considerable variation among different t,ypes of neurons. For

example, in the experiments of Weems and Szurszewski (1978) on neurons of the inferior mesenteric

ganglion (IIVrG) of guinea pigs the amplitude of the AliI' ranged from 8 to 20 IIIV and the average of

it.s total duration was 175 ms; while Grantyn and Grantyn (1978) observed an average amplitude of.

t,he AliI' of only 1.8 mV and with an average total duration of 47 ms in cat ocular motoneurons. The

model of AliI' in this article chose a functional form similar to a Gamma probability density function .

.This assumpt.ion appears reasonable in that, many experimental records of AHP resemble an inverted

Gamma fundion (e.g., Schmidt, 1984, Ganong, 1985). There are however some exceptions. Grantyn

and Grant,yn (1978) presented a few experimental records where the course of the AHP is humped and

would not, seem to be well approximated by the shape of a Gamma function. Such a discrepancy may

he cOIlIlcct.ed with some other property, e.g. synapt,ic activity-or delayed depolarization, rather than

heing a property of the AlII' process itself.

Anot.her approach to describing the AlIP is through the use of timevarying conductances in the

circuit, model for the neuron. This approach has a long history (for references see .Jack et al., 1975). A
\

more reeent, stochastic example (Smith and Goldberg, 1986) used a modification of Kernell's model

(Kernell, 1!)68) wit,h cumulative AHP. This model reproduced many features of the steady state

diseharge of peripheral vestibular afferents, e.g. lSI st,atistics during nat.ural and electrical stimulation,

and the increase in interspike interval following an int,erposed'shock. The cumulative AlIP aspect of

t.his modd makes the result.ant spike train a non-renewal process.

III a: rollo\Vup study, Smith and Chen (l!)86) examined this Illodd hy simulations with and
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wit.hout. cUlllulat.ive effeds. The cumulative effect was due t,o the summing of the residual activity of

\.I,e pot.assiulII conductance of the preceding int,erva!. The statistical properties of the lSI's that are

independent of t.he serial ordering of the lSI's, e.g. mean, CV, show only slight difference between the

t.wo cmles. Severa.l of t.heir resultoS, e.g. firing frequency vs >., are similar to the results presented here, as

well as t.o some det.erministic models with AHP (MacGregor and Oliver, 1974). A difference with the

present. st.udy is found wit.h order dependent, statistical measures. Here we find no significant first order

sl'rial correlat.ions for t.he silllulations examined, Smith and Chen (198fl) found that, a significant

ncgaliVl' serinl dependency results from cumulative AHP at high to moderate discharge rates. The

renson for the difference in these results is due to the method of modeling the AHP and its dependence

on t.he previous trajectory. The amplitude II ill this study depends on Ule previous trajectory only v~

it.s final value XF' The fiual value and length of that lSI are not. strongly rdated, hence the length of

t.hl' pr('('eding intcrval hns no systema.t,ic affect on Ute lengt.h of the following one.

The previous final level of t.he trajectory of the membrane potent.ial following the spike was

also used in t.he neuronal model of Sugano (1984). The author simplified the situation in such a way

t.hat. only t.he value of the initial depolarization dependedon the preceding final level, as compared with

set.t.ing t.he maximulll AIIP in this study. In our model of AHP the amplit,ude is a random variable

since t.he preceding final level is a random variable. A histogram of AIIP amplitude.II obtained via

complltl'f silllulat.ion is shown in Fig. 4a.· We can compare it with the histogram of O'Neill et al.,

(I HRfl) who f'xperimentaJly measured the minimum of the action pot.ential wave in very slow

discharging neurons. The shapes of both histograms are rather similar and also their standard

devinl,ions do nol. differ substantially (0.227 respectively 0.225 illS).

One nssumption in this paper is the linear relationship between t.he final value of the

llIemhrmw pot,ential, XF, and t.he magnitude of the AIIP. This relat,ionship was determined primarily

for <Iiffl'rcllf. sl.('ady st.nt.c valnes of XF due 1.0 currellt, injection and may nol. he as applicahle for the

syllapt.ically driven neuron. Some sllpport, for t.his assumption cOllies from Fig. 3 of Weems and

SZllrs:M'wski (I fJ(8), where the AIlP volt.a.ge trajectories due 1.0 repet,itive st.imulation by injected
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currt'nt,s and due t.o synapt,ic ar.t.ivat,ion were quit,e similar. In any case, t.he linear relat.ionship for

injert.ed currents has been found in several types of neurons (e.g. Coombs et 801.,1955, I(uno, 1959,

Weems and Szurszewski, 1978). It. follows from the linear transformation between the final

depolari7,ation XF and the amplitude H that if the theoretical distribution of XF is available then that

of II can be computed. Tsurui and Osaki (1976) derived an integral equation for the final value XF in

t,he model (:t I). However, the introduced modifications would hardly permit to find a theoretical

couut('!'parl, 1,0 the resuHs presented in Fig. 4a. However, for aU the simulations in which the size of

EPSP was only a small fraction of the dist,ance between t,he resting level and the Uueshold potential,

t.he hist,ograms of II were monotonous with t,he highest number of cases ill the first, bin.

TuckwelJ (1978) introduced an AHP into Stein's model for excitation only (3.1) by using an

exponenf.ially decaying threshold. In his model no variability in AHP nor dependency on previous firing

w;,s prl'sent,. We compared Tuckwell's result.s with t.hose obtained for our met.hod of introducing an

AII P. For model (3.3), the frequency transfer characteristic is illustrated in Fig. 3. Although the

approaches are quite different, Ute conclusion is practically identical: AIIP has not milch effect on the

overall shape of the frequency transfer characteristic and on the moments of the lSI's in general. A

similar lack of effed. on lSI st,at,istics was seen in Stein's model with a reversal potential and a random

initi;,1 depolarization below the resting level (Lansky and Musila, 1991). The main effects are seen at

high firing rat.f'S and in t,he removal of short, intervals in the lSI histogram.

An "example of the influence of the AHP on the shape of lSI distribution is shown in Fig. 6. It

also supports t,he remarks of Eccles et 801. (1958) that in some neurons a strong AHP may substantially

retard t.he neuronal firing. In the present model, the effects of the AHP increase with increasing EPSP

si7,e as it, follows from the comparison of both set.s of simulations. Confirmation of this result with the

ot,her met.lwels of describing an AHP would help det.ermine it.s physiological validit,y.
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Text to ligures

Fig. t. A Achcmatic presentation of the action potential and the following afterhyperpolarization.

Fig. 2. A schematic sample trajectory of the neuronal model given by equation (3.3)

Fig. 3a. Dependency of the mean output firing rate on the input frequency A. Case a corresponds to

Ute model (3.1), fi stands for the model (3.3) and 'Y for the model (3.3) with introduced AHP model.

For the other parameters see text.

Fig. 3b. Dependency of t,he coefficient of variation CV of t.he lSI's on the output. frequency f. The cases

(t, fi and l' as in Fig. 3a. For the other parameters see .text.

Fig. 3e. Pearson plot. of coefficient of skewness (fit> versus coefficient of kurtosis (f3 2 ) of the ISIs in

dependency on Ute input frequencies A = 200, 400, 600, 800 and 1000 s-l. Different symbols indicate

Ule type of the model, 0 - Stein's model (3.1), x - model (3.3), .d - model (3.3) with introduced

AHP.

Fig. tla. Dependency of Ule st,atistical characteristics of the minimal level of t.he membrane potential

XM Oil the input. frequency A. Means denoted by crosses, standard deviations denoted by circles. For

the ot,her parameters see text.

Fig. 4l>. llistogram of the AHP amplitudes H as computed from the equation (2.4) for the input

frequency ,\ = 200 s-l. For the other parameters see text.

Fig. ·le. IIist.ograms of the AHP maximal amplit.udes XM for the input frequency A = 200 s-1 and A =

1000 s-l. For the other parameters see text.

Fig. 5. Percentage difference of output frequencies between the model (3.3), f1, and the model with

AlJP, f2 , ploUed against the input frequency A. The difference. is computed as 100(f1 - f2)/f1• For the

oUler paramet.ers see t,ext.

Fig. fl, The hist.ograms of the lSI. The model (3.1), the exponential density denoted by triangles. The

simulated model (3.3) denoted by circles. The model (3.3) with AIIP denoted by crosses, the simulated

result.s flIHI t.!1(' approximat.ion computed ill aecordance with (5.1) are undist,inguishable.
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